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Workshop Objectives
Participants will:
ØDefine the term ‘lecture’
ØUnderstand why and how lecturing can be a useful pedagogical technique 
ØConsider active learning strategies that can be incorporated into lectures
ØIdentify ways to incorporate active learning into your own lecturing



Free Write: What is a lecture?
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Why do we lecture?
ØEfficient way to communicate material 
ØWay to teach a large number of students at the same time 
ØParticularly useful for novice learners and fields with large amounts of 
foundational content 

ØAllows the instructor to share expertise, explain reasoning, demonstrate  
and highlight connections 
ØCommunicate our excitement and passion for the subject

Harrington & Zakrajsek (2017)



Common issues with lectures
ØInstructor-focused teaching style 
ØStudent attention span is shorter than the average lecture
ØNo time for feedback for student or instructor 
ØEncourages passive learning from students
ØDoes not encourage higher-order learning processes 
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Interactive Lectures

ØAllow students to immediately consider or apply the knowledge they just 
learned 

ØCan reduce the cognitive load for students 

ØProvides both instructors and students with immediate feedback 

ØProvides a ‘change-up’ that allows students to reset their attention 

“A combination of lecturing and brief, active learning 
opportunities” (Harrington & Zakrajsek 2017)



What is active learning?

Active learning engages students in the process of learning 
through activities and/or discussion in class, as opposed to 
passively listening to an expert. It emphasizes higher-order 
thinking and often involves group work. Freeman (2014)



Active Learning Strategies
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Modified Jigsaw Activity
ØRead the pause activity and consider the following questions 
ØWhy is this a successful activity for making a lecture more interactive? 
ØHave you seem something similar to this used before? 
ØHow could this be used in your own teaching? 
ØAre there ways you would adapt this activity to fit your teaching/lecturing style? 

Consider what modifications you would need to make depending on content or size 
of the class. Pause Activities to Discuss

Quiz Time Start
Make it Right
Note Share

Three-Two-One



Modified Jigsaw Activity
ØFind a partner or group of 3 where at least 2 of the ‘pause’ activities are 
represented. 
ØHave each person describe their activity and their thoughts on how it could be 
integrated into a lecture. 

ØReport Out
Pause Activities to Discuss

Quiz Time Start
Make it Right
Note Share

Three-Two-One

Rice (2018)



Things to consider when planning an 
interactive lecture
ØWhat are your learning objectives? 
ØWhat does the room look like? 
ØWho are your students? 
ØHow much time do you have? 
ØHow do you want to spend that time?



Reflective Writing
Use the rest of the time to consider how you might incorporate active 
learning strategies into a lecture for a course you may teach. 
You can use the following questions to prompt your writing: 
ØWhat topic would you be able to cover in one class? 
ØWhat would you like students to be able to do after your class? 
ØWhat activities would you consider using? Why? 
ØHow would you structure your lecture?
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